Joint Southall Broadway and Southall Green Ward Forum
Tuesday 6 November 2018 at 7.30 – 9.45pm in the Dominion Centre

For people new to the country we will introduce
additional content about waste and recycling options that
can be delivered as part of council run ESOL classes.

Cleaning roads daily – this is not possible at this time. As part of the decision to introduce alternate
weekly collections in 2016, the council also scaled back the frequency of street cleaning which then
exposed the high levels of regular fly tipping across Southall. The council recognises that it has not been
able to deal with this efficiently and will be ending the contract with Amey by July2020. Although not
sustainable, the council is constantly reviewing and modifying street cleaning to keep on top of the
demand; and will shift its efforts to work actively with residents on a Cleaner Southall campaign to
reduce fly tipping. This should, over time, help the roads stay cleaner for longer.

More bins around fastfood outlets. Working
group to be set up to
consider:

The council will buy a
mobile CCTV to help
record those who fly tip
rather than use the
waste and recycling
services.

a- piloting ‘Big Belly’ smart
bins in suitable locations.

However, a camera is
limited – it cannot
identify the culprit – this
is where your local
community intelligence
will make the difference
so please report a fly
tipper on

b- asking ward forums to
host a ‘favourite fast food
retailer award’ to
incentivise retailers to
reduce packaging and
encourage their customers
to dispose of their waste
responsibly.

www.ealing.gov.uk/rep
ortit
Use of traffic wardens for enforcement.
This is a good idea but is not possible in
the foreseeable future as this would
have to be done through a new style
contract and the traffic wardens contract
has already been let and will be in place
for the next few years.

How to manage waste from the new developments.
Planning applications require the developer to provide
adequate storage and collection of waste. The working
group could consider how to ensure that any waste
storage and collection arrangements are reviewed
within the first 12 months of full occupancy to check if
they are fit for purpose.
Waste recycling facility in Southall. Ealing Council has 2 re-use and
recycling centres; Acton and Greenford. This compares favourably to
neighbouring councils - Brent 1, Hammersmith & Fulham 2 (1 for
residents, 1 trade only), Harrow 1, Hillingdon 2, Hounslow 1, Richmond 1.
Gordon Road location has been sold for housing development. Recycling
and waste capacity is strategically reviewed across the West London
area.

Responses to workshop on Table 2 Flats above shops fly tipping

